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Preliminary registration for the Carola Daimler Classics on 15th July 2023 

Entry deadline is 31st May 2023  

The Carola Daimler Classics is a rally event for classic cars centered around the places which vehicle pioneer Gottlieb 

Daimler influenced. By means of a roadbook, the participants will cover a selected route over 180 km with expected 

10-15 special stages in the categories of time- and skill-driving as well as drive-through controls.  

Teams of two with vehicles built up to and including 1995 are eligible to participate. The entry fee is 750.00 €  

(incl. VAT). Participation requires written confirmation by the organizer. With registration you accept the participation 

and liability regulations as well as the privacy policy and the regulations. 

Invoice address 

last name      first name       

company      country        

street       postal code, city       

phone/mobile      e-mail        

 

Driver 

Last name      first name       

mobil       e-mail        

meat   fish  vegan   date of birth       

clothing size (please tick):  S M L XL XXL 

 

Co-driver 

last name       first name       

mobile       e-mail        

meat   fish  vegan   date of birth       

clothing size (please tick):  S M L XL XXL 

 

Vehicle data 

Manufacturer      Model series       

Year of construction     Further information      

 

 I will send a printable photo of my vehicle by e-mail to classics@carola-daimler.de.  
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*Alternative vehicles to participate 

1)       2)        

* a change of vehicle requires the approval of the organizer. 

 

How did you hear about us? 

 friends     magazines    social media 

clubs/ classic scene   newspaper    other (please specify): 

mailing     Google         

 

Yes, I would like to receive information in the future about events, vehicle offers and other topics related to the company 

spectrum. Therefore, I agree that my data may be processed for the purpose of sending me a newsletter via e-mail. 

 Yes  No  

 

I agree that photos and videos may be taken at the event and, if necessary, published online, in magazines or similar by the 

organizer as well as by partners and sponsors to promote the event. I have no claim to a fee. I can revoke this consent at any time. 

 

  I accept the participation and liability regulations. 

  I accept the data protection regulations. 

  I accept the regulations. 

 

 

                

place, date      signature 

 

notes 
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